The SLAC Communications Department contacted Metrology to inquire about the length of SLAC's Gallery, building 002.
Figure 2: GPS measurement of Gallery east, photo courtesy of Michael Perry Figure 3: GPS measurement of Gallery west, photo courtesy of Michael Perry
The GPS length of the Gallery is the average length of the observations minus the antenna pole diameter (1 inch): 3073.73m.
Traditional Traverse (Leica 1105)
A survey crew set 5 temporary points along the south gallery road. A traverse was run through these points. At both ends, a reflectorless observation was made to the southerly roof corners of the gallery structure. The measurements were run twice. A coordinate of (0,0,100) was assigned to the first point and onboard software computed the summation of each subsequent observation's coordinate. Prism offsets and atmospheric conditions were corrected by the onboard software. The traversed average length of the Gallery is: 3073.70m.
How long is the gallery? Since the two methods of observation have similar accuracy and in the interest of keeping it simple, AEG averaged the two methods and determined that the length of the Gallery is 3073.72m.
